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Butler 4.0 - a SenseOps reboot
Good things come to those who wait.
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The open source (free!) tool Butler is more than 4 years old by now, and it's time
for a refresh.
Butler adds various features to Qlik Sense, making it easier to develop scalable
and maintainable Sense apps.
Turned out to be more than a refresh - we've re-thought what a tool like Butler
should be and do.
The old things are still there - sometimes in slightly changed form - but you can

still start reloads using a REST API (and thus from the load scripts of Sense apps
or from other systems/services, still dump app metadata to JSON files for
archival purposes, and sending task failure alerts via Slack or email.
There's a bunch of new features added too, including
A very powerful task scheduler. Think Cron for Qlik Sense tasks.
Need to run a reload every 15 minutes between 8 am and 10 am on the 4th
day of every 3rd month? No problem!
A key-value store. A what, you may say?
It's really simple, really.
Sense apps can store key-value pairs in Butler 4.0, using its REST API. Think
of it as a way to stash away something you might need later.
...which opens up all sorts of possibilities - such as unlimited parameter
passing between tasks in reload chains. Like QlikView's task chaining, but
better.
Oh you can set ttl (time-to-live) for KV pairs too, to make them autodelete when the ttl expires. Handy.
Sending notifications for task failures to MS Teams, in addition to Slack
and email.
Swagger API docs included in Butler itself.
Start Butler and you get a full Swagger interface through which you get
both API docs and a way to test the Butler REST API on your own server.
Very cool.
Uptime and memory usage monitoring of Butler itself. Might seem like a
detail, but is very important if you're responsible for the ongoing operation
of tools and micro-services like Butler.
... and more.
Full docs are available at butler.ptarmiganlabs.com.
There is also a growing library of Youtube videos showing key concepts of
Butler.
The essentials of Butler v4 are there in the doc site, but given the large number
of changes since earlier Butler versions the doc site will continue to evolve
during coming weeks. More examples will be added, difficult concepts
explained etc. Make sure to check back now and then.
Questions or bug reports? Open a GitHub issue!
--------------------------------
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